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SYNOPSYS
July 1996, riots break out in Jakarta, the Indonesian capital. Wiji
Thukul, a well-known poet, is designed as a suspect activist. With
the police looking for him, Wiji is forced to leave Solo for Borneo,
thousands of kilometers away. Now a fugitive, Wiji starts his exile
in fear. Helped, protected and fed by activists along his journey, he
ends up in a small town where slowly he finds a certain peace. But
his mind and heart remains with his wife and children living under
surveillance in Solo. Wiji can't take it anymore. He wants to go
home. What is life if you can't be with the ones you love?

Director's Statement
SOLO, SOLITUDE is a film based on the life of a major Indonesian
poet, Wiji Thukul.
Reading the poetry of Wiji Thukul is to read a daily journal of a
simple house, rice, and bread they couldn't afford, and the
neighbors' daily conversations. Wiji shows us that poetry could be
constructed from daily toils, not just flowery words. Wiji serves all
that in a very direct, almost naive, kind of poetry that is highly
effective in capturing history and telling truth against power.
I see that Wiji Thukul still exists from the things that remained: the
sharp gazes of his skeptical son; the strong voice of Wani, his first
daughter, who to this day still writes poetry and believes in the
power of her words; to the efforts of Sipon to remain independent
by offering merchandise of her husband's poems on it to keep the
memory alive. I also see Wiji Thukul from his less known poems,
not just the popular ones, as a way to understand Wiji thoroughly,
Wiji as a contemplative soul.

WIJI THUKUL
He is a poet, a father, an artist, an activist, and a symbol of freedom. Born
in Surakarta on 26 August 1963, Thukul came into prominence in the
1980s. After he left middle school in 1982, he travelled from villages to
villages—singing, performing, and peddling his poems. It was during
these travels, he was exposed to the network of political activists and
intellectuals outside his hometown. And it was also during this period,
Thukul's poems began to find a wider audience through publications in
newspapers and magazines. In 1984, Taman Budaya Surakarta
published the poet's first anthology, Puisi Pelo (Lisping Poetry).
The title perfectly describes Thukul as the poet is indeed renowned for
his lisp—he had trouble pronouncing “r”, making the letter sound like
“l”. Yet Suharto's regime feared his words, is spoken verses. His poems
are known for its harsh yet honest criticism of the regime and its
colloquialism—Thukul deliberately eschews grand writerly words, in
favor of everyday conversational words. That is why his poems are
popular with the masses—they could be read by people from various
strata, they directly address the problems the public live with everyday.
Thukul literally is the voice of the people.
In 1995, Thukul led a massive strike in Sritex, a textile factory in
Sukoharjo, Central Java. More than fifteen thousand labors stopped
working. The police attacked the demonstrators. Thukul got beaten up,
to the point he was half deaf and almost blind. It was moments like this
that shaped Thukul's ideology even more. In a poem, he wrote that
nothing could stop him writing. If he doesn't have a typewriter, then a
drop of blood is enough for him to write poetry.
Like May 1998, Wiji Thukul brought about progress with a price to pay:
his own life. After the May 1998 riots subsided and Suharto resigned
from power, the poet was nowhere to be found. Many people believed
that Thukul was among many activists that were abducted by the
authority—his name after all was high on the target list of Indonesian
military. Eighteen years after the historic event, his whereabouts is still
unknown.
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Director's Filmography

Yosep Anggi Noen studied Communications at the Socio-Politics Faculty
of Yogyakarta's Gadjah Mada University.

SOLO, SOLITUDE. ( Istirahatlah Kata-Kata)
Feature film, 2016.

His first feature “Peculiar Vacation and Other Illnesses” premiered in
Locarno Film Festival 2012. It won a special mention Dragon and Tiger
Award for Young Cinema, at Vancouver IFF and received 2 awards from
Ministry of Education and Culture Indonesia.

LOVE STORY NOT (Kisah Cinta yang Asu)
Short film, 2015.

His short film “A Lady Caddy Who Never Saw a Hole in One” won best
short film at Busan IFF 2013 and the Grand Prix of Tokyo Short Short FF
2014.

A LADY CADDY WHO NEVER SAW A HOLE IN ONE
(Nona Kedi yang Tak Pernah Melihat Keajaiban)
Short film, 2013.

"Genre Sub Genre" screened in Rotterdam, Seoul Mediacity and got
awarded the Jury Prize in Arkipel International Experimental and
Documentary Festival 2014.

PECULIAR VACATION AND OTHER ILLNESSES
(Vakansi yang Janggal dan Penyakit Lainnya )
Feature film, 2012.

His last short film "Love Story Not" screened in Busan 2015 and
Rotterdam 2016.

IT'S NOT RAINING OUTSIDE
Short film, 2009.

“Solo, Solitude”, his second feature, will Premiere in the Concorso
Cineasti del presente competition in Locarno 2016.

GENRE SUB GENRE
Experimental video, 2014.
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THE POETICS OF INDONESIAN CINEMA
essay by Adrian Jonathan Pasaribu

1
For Indonesians, the May 1998 event means many things.
For many people, it meant chaos and confusion. For several days in 1998,
from 13 to 15 May to be exact, Jakarta was unlike its usual crowded self.
The city was almost empty, with a thick sense of dread hanging in the air.
The only crowds prowling the streets were rioters and looters. There were
also groups of students and activists protesting the government, in their
campuses and outside the parliamentary building. Waiting for them were
the military, mostly from the navy, who were deployed in full force for the
sake of national security. Chaos ensued. Shops were ravaged, cars were
burned, and students were shot. Those who were rich, or lucky enough,
fled the city. Those who weren't, hid in their houses. Jakarta was not alone
in witnessing such terror. Other cities include Medan, Solo, Surabaya,
Padang, Palembang, and Boyolali.

For some people, May 1998 was remembered for its racial
conflicts—most of the violence was targeted against the Chinese
descendants. Most of the looters did not want to drive out or murder the
Chinese—they simply believed that the Chinese have an infinite supply of
products. So, they thought that the shops would be open again in the
future, even after being looted by the masses. The riots themselves were
preceded by a severe economic crisis. The food supply was in shortage,
basic necessities were in demand, yet the prices in the market shot up
beyond logic. Among the panic and the confusion, rumors were spread
that the Chinese were responsible for the crisis. In such desperate times, it
was enough to ignite the mass violence, especially with the stereotype
surrounding the Chinese descendants for years—that they are rich and
stingy, and that they are the leaders in the national economy.

For the whole nation, May 1998 was the final nail in the coffin for the New
Order regime. Suharto, after more than three decades in power, stepped
down. A new regime, a far more democratic one, was soon installed.
Historians mark this event as the dawn of democracy in Indonesia—the
beginning of the Reformation era. Indeed, one of the defining features of
post-98 Indonesia is direct elections. During the Suharto era, such thing
was not possible—the political system was engineered by the dictator, to
ensure his position in power as long as possible. There were only three
political parties allowed—one of them is his own, Golongan Karya
(Golkar/Party of the Functional Terms). The other two, Partai Persatuan
Pembangunan (PPP/United Development Party) and Partai Demokrasi
Indonesia (PDI/Indonesian Democratic Party) were curbed in terms of
political influences—they were allowed to exist only to give an illusion of
competition.
For Indonesian cinema, May 1998 also opened the gate for a new
generation of filmmakers and a new kind of stories to emerge. Of course,

other factors were at play. One of them being the technological
breakthroughs at the time, which allowed more people to produce and
screen their own films, which led to film communities and festivals being
established all over the archipelago. Previously, film production and
screenings were exclusive to the people within film schools and industry.
But then, without the freedom earned after the fall of the New Order, the
films produced and screened would only be limited by government
restrictions, both in terms of the administrative requirements for the
filmmakers and the stories allowed to be expressed through the film
medium. Even though the censorship body remained in place after the
Reformation, the film activities in Indonesia has been deregulated to such
extent, opening up possibilities for new methods and expressions outside
the established ones.
Indeed, without May 1998, there wouldn't be filmmakers such as Yosep
Anggi Noen and films such as Solo, Solitude.

2
In Indonesia's history, broadly speaking, there are three years that define
the nation: 1945, 1965, and 1998. The first marks the independence of
Indonesia, while the second refers to the bloody massacre of people
alleged with the growing Communist movement at the time, which in turn
led to the rise of Suharto and the New Order in 1966.
Of those three crucial years, 1998 remains the least defined cinematically.
While the nation's independence has always been one of the most
romanticized themes in Indonesian cinema, and the 1965 tragedy found
its articulation through many independent films, the 1998 is revisited and
dissected a few times by the local filmmakers. Indeed, it took ten years for
Indonesian cinema to have its first feature regarding the historic
event—that is 9808: An Anthology of 10th Year Indonesian Reform, an
omnibus of ten short films directed by a group of filmmakers, released
through limited screenings on 13 May 2008. Soon after that, May,
directed by Viva Westi, hit the theaters in Indonesia on 5 June
2008—albeit for a very short time.

There are three other films regarding May 1998: Student Movement in
Indonesia (2002), After 15 Years (2014), and The Day the Sky Roared
(2015). Like the films mentioned before, these three also enjoyed limited
screenings, either in commercial or arthouse theaters. The first two were
documentaries directed by Tino Saroengallo. Student Movement in
Indonesia gathers testimonies from the victims and witnesses of May
1998, while After 15 Years narrates the life in post-Reformation Indonesia
through several activists and public figures. The Day the Sky Roared is a
ten-minute short directed by Jason Iskandar, portraying the chaos of the
1998 riots through the eyes of a little girl.
Only five films for such a historic event, in the time when it is much freer to
express ideas and thoughts criticizing the regime. This is a problem worth
pondering.

Cinema as medium of expression has played a vital role in shaping the
people's perspectives regarding themselves and their place in history.
Indonesia is no exception. We could point at how Suharto's regime
brainwash the masses regarding the 1965 tragedy, by producing a docudrama titled Pengkhianatan G30S PKI (The Betrayal of G30S PKI), in which
the Partai Komunis Indonesia (PKI/Indonesian Communist Party) were
portrayed as the God-hating forces that plotted against the government.
Suharto, of course, is glorified as the man that saved the nation from the
coup attempt. The New Order regime televised the Pengkhianatan G30S
PKI annually and made the film mandatory viewing for students on 30
September. For many years, images of the film shape the popular
imagination of Indonesians regarding communists and the 1965 tragedy.
The Reformation era brought about myriad counter-narratives to the New
Order propaganda. The most notable, of course, are the two Joshua
Oppenheimer documentaries: The Act of Killing in 2012 and The Look of
Silence in 2014. But then, even before those two films were released in
their respective years, Indonesian filmmakers has produced films, both
fiction and documentary, regarding the 1965 massacre every year since
1998. In total, there are 47 films.

These films were shown to the public through independent screenings in
various cities, and often were accompanied by discussion by victims,
witnesses, and activists. Indeed, the public opinion are still divided
regarding the 1965 tragedy—some still prefer to believe the New Order's
version, while others begin to question it. But then, such diversity of
opinions is still much better compared to the single undisputed belief that
was prevalent during the New Order era. Diversity encourages dialogues,
and dialogues often lead to change.
1998 is no less important than 1965. Suharto's regime formed much of the
history of post-independence Indonesia. For thirty-two years, the New
Order shapes the nation's culture, politics, and economics for its own end.
The consequences are still felt until now, and that is why we urgently need
Indonesian filmmakers to look back toward the turning points of their
nation's history. After all, 1998 is still not so far back. Cinema could
become a way to retrace the nation's history, to redefine the era that
shapes the people.
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